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Foundations of the Christian Faith

Faith is the substance, the solid foundation, upon which Christianity is built. Faith is not just some imaginary, positive thinking, "pie in the sky" optimism. The basis of true Christian

Rev. Roy Delia: Faith, a Foundation of Christian Belief

Is family friendly? Find out only at Movieguide. The Family and Christian Guide to Movie Reviews and Entertainment

Foundation is a Captivating Science Fiction Series that Disparages Christian Faith

Setting up the discussion in question-and-answer format — not unlike Aquinas — allows Verschuuren to parry objections. The author, a biologist, acknowledges that "science does not have that power, if

Aquinas Proves God Exists and Faith is Discoursed and Explained, as Culture is Engaged

To find grace, look outside yourself and look to the cross. The name of Jesus Christ is the foundation of the Christian faith. There is no dividing line between God and Satan, between heaven and hell.

Look for God's Purpose in the Middle of the Storm

The awesomeness of this Gospel is that it agrees with and directly addresses what Beatrice Webb observed: No amount of knowledge or science will be of any avail unless we can curb the bad impulses of

The Surprising Key to Real Social Change

"We are a revolutionary nation precisely because we are the heirs of the revolution of the Bible," Hawley declared.

"Without the Bible, There Is No America": Josh Hawley Goes Full Christian Nationalist at NatCon

I say that every time I receive Communion." A faith foundation from his grandparents and parents created holy times that inspired him as a child. Throughout his life, he built on that faith

A Native Son: Faith and Family Are the Foundation for the Priesthood

Life as an adult in the faith can bring dreadful trials, things that push against our very foundations and threaten to undermine us right where we live. "Why do you call me, 'Lord, Lord

What I Learned about Faith While Doing the Dishes

This fact added to the religious distrust generated by the divide-and-rule principle in the foundation keep the Christian body on a leash and the gatekeepers of the Christian faith often

Political Engagement of Christian Votes and 2023

As the midterm elections approach, Pennsylvania finds itself front and center of the political stage with the nomination of Republican Doug Mastriano for governor. As the weeks have passed media

Opinion | The Rise of Doug Mastriano Digs the Republican Party's Grave Deeper into Christian Nationalism

They refer to themselves as "woke" progressives as they deny our Christian foundations. Religious freedom and biblical values are vital to our
nations moral character. The founders understood our

**letter: 'woke' progressives deny our christian foundations**
Updated at 2 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 6 The Irvine Christian Foundation will offer more grants to Navarro County Christian non-profits to help them spread the word of God. The online application process is

**irvine christian foundation gears up for more grants**
With two months to go until the midterm elections, President Joe Biden has declared that

former President Donald Trump and many of his supporters are a threat to the very foundations of our republic

**biden says trump, maga movement 'threatens the very foundations of our republic'**
Soul Shop for Black Churches is a new effort by the American Foundation for Suicide Prevention that’s working to change how people think about mental health and improve access to services in